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Introduction  
This step-by-step plan explains what is needed to properly enter and public item data via the GS1 datapool.  

What is the GS1 datapool?                                                                                                                  
The GS1 datapool is a central system that allows you to digitally share product information and product 
photos. Retailers, wholesalers, and suppliers have agreed on arrangements as to which data are to be shared 
and how. This is detailed in the Benelux data model. Using this data model, all parties are able to record, 
interpret and use data in the same manner. The GS1 datapool is called GS1 Data Source in the Netherlands. 
In Belgium, it is called My Product Manager. Both use the worldwide Global Data Synchronisation Network 
(GDSN) to which over 45,000 companies have signed up.  

How does it work?                                                                                                                        
Suppliers provide (neutral) item data, including item codes, product names, dimensions, weights, etc. via the 
GS1 datapool. Suppliers also record commercial data (including product descriptions) and information 
required by law (including hazardous substances and environmental taxes) and share digital assets such as . 
Suppliers themselves specify who is allowed to use their product data. Their customers are able to retrieve 
the data and read them into their systems. 

1  Step 1: Get properly prepared 
Before you start sharing data via the GS1 datapool it is important you properly prepare. This includes the 
following: 

■ Put together a business case: what will you be using the GS1 datapool for and what is the added 
value it brings? 

■ Set up a project organisation and establish how you will be handling the project. 

■ Identify the as-is and the to-be situation. In doing so, consider the way processes are running 
that are to do with product data, which systems you have in place and which systems you will 
need, along with your aims. 

Tip:                       
Be sure to thoroughly read this step-by-step plan ahead of time. It offers valuable advice on the topics listed 
above. 

2  Step 2: Determine the right product category 
Before you can start sharing data via the GS1 datapool, first break down your products into categories using 
the Global Product Classification (GPC) method. It is the category that decides which commercial data you 
need to enter for which products. Retailers also use this system to enable them to assign products to 
categories in a uniform manner. 

Read the ‘GPC in a nutshell’ document to find out how the GPC system works.  
 
Below is a run-down of the GPC product categories for pet food and pet supplies. You will find a 
comprehensive description of these categories in the document attached.  

GPC code  Name  GPC code  Name 
10007768 Aquarium/vivarium 10000652 Pet Training/Control Aids/Accessories (Powered) 
10000572 Pet Bedding 10000640 Pet Training/Accessories (Non Powered) 
10000523 Pet Drinks (Perishable) 10008037 Pet Treats/Condiments (Complementary edible products) 

Perishable 
10000506 Pet Drinks (Frozen) 10008036 Pet Treats/Condiments (Complementary edible products) 

Frozen 
10000524 Pet Drinks (Shelf Stable) 10008038 Pet Treats/ Condiments (Complementary edible products) 

Shelf Stable 
10000662 Pet Housing 10008288 Pet Transportation Means 
10000516 Aquarium Aids/Accessories 10000508 Pet Grooming Aids 
10006843 Terrarium Aids/Accessories 10000654 Pet Care/Food Variety Packs 
10000510 Pet Hygiene/Sanitary Protection 10000521 Pet Food (Perishable) 

https://www.gs1belu.org/nl/documentatie/charter-onboarding
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/gpc-product-classification
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10000643 Pet Attire 10000507 Pet Food (Frozen) 
10008290 Pet Leads/Collars/Harnesses (Non 

Powered) 
10000522 Pet Food (Shelf Stable) 

10008287 Pet Baskets/Benches/Cushions 10000513 Pet Nutritional Supplements 
10000515 Pet Parasite Treatment 10000660 Pet Food/Drink Dispenser 
10000661 Pet Toys (Powered) 10000657 Pet Welfare/Hygiene Variety Packs 
10000641 Pet Toys (Non Powered) 10000738 Pet Welfare/Hygiene Other 
10000736 Pet Accessories Other   

 
Tip:                       
Want to find out more about Global Product Classification? Visit our website. Unable to find the right category 
for your products? Get in touch with us at diy@gs1belu.org. 

3  Step 3: Measure your products 
Record the dimensions of all items in the GS1 datapool. To do so properly and consistently, international 
measuring rules exist. Our website explains how to use these measuring rules. 
 
Please note: In the garden centre and pet shop sector, we use dimensions for ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’ packaging 
units.  
 

 Description Remark 
IN Dimensions of consumer packaging. The packaging 

contains the physical consumer unit 
 

Mandatory, For the height, depth and width, the same unit of 
measure must be used. For example centimetre (cm) 

UIT Dimensions of the physical consumer unit  Optional. Only fill in when relevant. For pet food this is often not 
relevant. For pet supplies, yes. Think of a birdhouse that comes in 
a box. 
The same unit of measurement must be used for height, depth, 
and width. You may deviate from this if this is relevant for 
communication with the consumer. 

4  Step 4: Enter data and add digital assets 
The next step is to enter the product data and digital assets such as product images, user instructions and 
safety data sheets. 

 
You can share nearly 3,400 different types of data via the GS1 datapool. These data are established by 
retailers and suppliers/manufacturers in the DIY, garden centre and pet shop sector in the Benelux. The data 
are broken down into a number of groups:  

■ Basic data 

■ Consumer information 

■ Data to comply with laws and regulations: hazardous substances and environmental taxes. 

4.1  Basic data 
Basic data are relevant for all items and need to be entered in all cases. The data are intended to ensure the 
efficient and smooth-paced conduct of business processes. These include: 

■ Product information: such as item code, product name and GPC product category 

■ Logistical information: such as packaging, dimensions, and weight 

■ Financial information: such as types of tax and tax rates 

Below is a summary of the 25 basic data which must be entered. 

 
GS1 FieldID Attribute name Definition 
0.021 Information provider GLN 

(Global Location Number) 
Unique international number identifying the party providing the information about the trade 
item. 

0.613 Information provider name Name of the party supplying the information about the trade item. 

https://www.gs1belu.org/en/gpc-product-classification
mailto:diy@gs1belu.org
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/measuring-products
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0.022 GTIN (Global Trade Item 
Number) 

Unique international number identifying the trade item. 

0.023 Target market country code The country where the product is delivered and sold.  
The code identifying the target market refers to a country or higher level geographical unit. 

0.024 GPC category code Code specifying a product category according to the GS1 Global Product Classification (GPC) 
standard. 

0.026 Effective date/time The date and time when the information contents of the master data are valid. Valid = 
correct or true. 

0.061 Is Trade Item A Base Unit Logical value indicating whether this product is the smallest unit in the product hierarchy. 
0.062 Is Trade Item A Consumer 

Unit 
Code indicating that this trade item is a consumer unit. 

0.063 Is Trade Item An Orderable 
Unit 

Logical value indicating whether this product is an orderable unit. 

0.064 Is Trade Item A Despatch 
Unit 

Logical value indicating whether this product is a despatch unit. 

0.066 Is Trade Item A Variable 
Unit 

Logical value indicating whether this product is variable in weight, size or volume. 

0.067 Start date/time availability The date and time (CCYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS) from which the trade item becomes available 
from the supplier, including seasonal or temporary trade item and services. 

0.074 Duty fee tax type code Code indicating the type of tax, which will vary from one target market to another. 
0.615 Tax category code Code indicating the rate at which the tax is collected on the trade item. 
0.111 Packaging type code Code indicating the type of packaging. 
3.003 Brand name The name of the brand under which the product is sold and promoted. 
3.005 Functional product name Text indicating the essence of the article for consumers. 
3.007 Trade item unit descriptor Code identifying the trade item's level in the hierarchy (e.g. pallet, box, base unit). 

3.009 Net-content Number indicating the content of the article in the packaging. This is usually displayed on the 
packaging. 

3.012 Height Number indicating the vertical dimension from the lowest (bottom) point to the highest (top) 
point of the product, including packaging. 

3.013 Width Number indicating the horizontal dimension from the leftmost point to the rightmost point of 
the product, including packaging. 

3.014 Depth Number indicating the dimension from the foremost point to the rearmost point of the 
product, including packaging. 

3.015 Gross weight Number indicating the weight of the product, including the weight of the packaging. 
3.039 Description short The name or brief description by which the article is identified in the GDSN data pool, point 

of sale, and the store shelf. 
4.001 Trade item description Text that uniquely describes the article or service. 

4.2  Consumer information 
Consumer information – also referred to as commercial attributes - are data that are mainly intended for web 
shops, as well as for promotional communications & activities (special offers, leaflets). Depending on the type 
of item, some data must be entered whereas other data are optional.  
 
To make it easy to retrieve the data, the data have been clustered. The cornerstone for this is the Global 
Product Classification (GPC) system. For all GPC product categories specified under step 2, commercial 
attributes have been defined which you will find in the GS1 Benelux data model.  
 
Example: 
The following attributes belong to the ‘Pet foods (best before date - 10000522)’ GPC product group:   
 
GS1 FieldID Mandatory/optional Name attribute Replacing attributes as of 20 May 2023 
3.053 Mandatory Pet food or animal feed type code  
3.054 Mandatory Animal feed designed for code  
3.058 Mandatory Animal feed target life stage  
7.996 Mandatory Flavour  
8.561 Mandatory Groupselection lifestage animal  
3.055 Optional Composition of animal feed  
3.056 Optional Analytical ingredients of animal feed  
3.057 Optional Animal feed additives  
3.059 Optional Minimum weight of animal being fed  
3.060 Optional Maximum weight of the animal being fed  
3.061 Optional Quantity of animal feed  
3.062 Optional Minimum feeding amount  
3.063 Optional Maximum feeding amount  
3.064 Optional Recommended frequency of feeding  
3.065 Optional Feeding Instructions  
4.020 Optional Line or serie  
4.302 Optional Ready for use indicator 4.378 Direct use indicator 
6.532 Optional Season / theme  
6.655 Optional Breed  

https://www.gs1belu.org/en/data-model-diy-garden-and-pet-sector
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6.667 Optional Purpose of food  
7.177 Optional Maximum pellet size  
7.991 Optional Not suitable for kind of animal  
7.997 Optional Nutrition Subtype  
8.560 Optional Flavour (details)  
8.562 Optional Claim type code 0.129 Claim type code 
8.563 Optional Claim element code 0.128 Claim element code 

4.3  Laws and regulations 
In order to comply with applicable laws and regulations, you should also share certain data via the GS1 
datapool. 

4.3.1  Label information: European pet food regulation 
The European Union (EU) has established a series of requirements regarding which information needs to be 
included on the packaging (label) of pet food in the Regulation (EC) 767/2009 on ‘the placing on the market 
and use of feed’.  

Overview of attributes from the data model for the DIY, garden centre and pet shop 
sector 

 
Please note: Most of the legal attributes listed below are optional in the datapool as the attributes do not 
apply to all products. However, if the information is to be included on the packaging of a physical product, 
you are under obligation to enter this information in the GS1 datapool. 
 

GS1 FieldID Attribute name Definition 

3.052 Regulated product 
name 

The prescribed, regulated or generic name or denomination of the product describing the true 
nature of the food product that is sufficiently precise to distinguish it from other food products in 
line with the country-specific guidelines. 

3.053 Pet food or animal 
feed type code 

Code that describes the type of feed. 

3.054 Animal feed 
designed for code 

The type of animal for which the feed is intended. 

3.055 Composition of 
animal feed 

List of information on the composition of the feed, based on the ingredients incorporated in it, as 
regulated by local rules and regulations. 

3.056 Analytical 
ingredients of 
animal feed 

List of analytical components or guaranteed analysis of the feed, based on the nutrient analysis of 
the finished product, as regulated by local rules and regulations. 

3.057 Animal feed 
additives 

List of substances added to the feed during processing, such as for preservation, colouring or 
stabilisation as regulated by local rules and regulations. 

3.065 Feeding Instructions All instructions describing how the animal should be fed (e.g. amounts and frequency) based on 
the age, weight, diet or other variables, expressed as a free text. Information provided shall be 
identical as on the label or pack. 

3.067 Regulation type code Code indicating a regulation. Used in conjunction with 'Is trade item regulation compliant ?'. 

5.022 Regulatory permit 
identification 

Text indicating the permit number. 

3.068 Contact type code The party that carries the legal responsibility for the product on the target market. This party is 
responsible for licences and regulations within the target market and may be the manufacturer, 
importer, sales agent or broker. 

3.069 Contact The name of the company or person associated with the communication address. 

3.070 Communication 
address 

The address associated with the contact type. For example, in the case of a consumer support 
contact type, this could be the full company address as stated on the trade item packaging or 
label. 

3.071 Communication 
value 

Text identifying the endpoint for the communication channel, for example a telephone number or 
an email address. 

3.072 Communication 
channel code 

Code specifying the type of communication channel, for example TELEPHONE. 

3.009 Net-content Number indicating the content of the article in the packaging. This is usually displayed on the 
packaging. 

3.073 Net content 
statement 

The statement corresponding to the net content descriptions as stated on the packaging (e.g. "4 x 
100 gr = 400 gr"). 

3.058 Animal feed target 
life stage 

Identifies the stage of life of the animal for which the article was designed. 
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GS1 FieldID Attribute name Definition 

3.059 Minimum weight of 
animal being fed 

The smallest weight (in a weight range) of the animal fed by the product. This value qualifies the 
amount of feed for the feeding phase. 

3.060 Maximum weight of 
the animal being fed 

The largest weight (in a weight range) of the animal fed by the product. This value qualifies the 
amount of feed for the feeding phase. 

3.061 Quantity of animal 
feed 

The quantity of feed specified for the life phases and the weight of the animal being fed. 

3.062 Minimum feeding 
amount 

The minimum quantity of feed specified for the life phases and the weight of the animal being fed. 

3.063 Maximum feeding 
amount 

The maximum quantity of feed specified for the life phases and the weight of the animal being fed. 

3.064 Recommended 
frequency of feeding 

How often it is recommended to give an animal the amount of feed within a period of time for the 
specified life phases of the animal. 

 
You enter the information of these attributes in the way it is specified on the label of prepacked pet food. 
Some of these product data are mandatory for all types of pet food and some should be specified only for 
specific kinds of pet food. 
 
 
Below please find two pet food packaging examples, showing the fields where the data are to be entered. 
 
Example 1 - Purina Beyond 
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Example 2 - Perfect Fit 
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4.3.2  Hazardous substances and environmental taxes 
 
Some items come under the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) regulations. Under this regulation, 
you are to enter a series of specific data. The data on hazardous substances and environmental taxes are 
broken down into a number of sub-groups: 

- Data on hazardous substances   

- Declaration of Performance (DoP) 

- Fertilisers 
 
The GS1 Benelux data model has more information on the attributes.  

4.4  Consumer units 
For consumer units you will need to enter basic data and commercial information in the GS1 datapool in order 
to comply with applicable laws and regulations. 
 
Tips 

• Gathering and recording item data per product category (brick) allows you to cluster the work 
involved. Schedule a start date, define a lead time per brick and select a party who assumes final 
responsibility for the brick. And very important: set a deadline. 

• Are you using the GS1 web interface? Before getting started, watch our manual. 
• To enter information in commercial text fields, use this instruction. This will enable you to ensure 

good data quality.  
• Some retailers operate both in the Netherlands and in Belgium. Make sure the data are published in 

the right language and use the right tax rates. 

4.5  Commercial and logistical units 
In addition to the item data of consumer units, retailers also need the data of commercial and logistical units 
for their logistical processes. The website has a manual that explains how to enter these data into the GS1 
datapool. For the commercial and logistical units, there is no need to enter consumer information (see 4.4). 
 
Please note: Make sure you assign a unique GS1 item code (GTIN/EAN) to physical commercial and logistical 
units – if relevant. If the unit is only scanned in logistical processes, please use the EAN/GS1 128 bar code 
with the application identifier (01 = GTIN of the commercial unit). If the commercial unit is scanned at the 
point-of sale, use the EAN13 bar code.  

4.6  Product images & digital assets 
You can also share product images via the GS1 datapool. The same applies to so-called digital assets, such as 
user instructions or safety data sheets. Things for which guidelines and examples exist. Please check our 
website for more details. 
 
Advice: Add at least 1 product image, ideally more than 1. This enables your customers to do a nicer job of 
presenting your products online and offline. 

4.7  Pricing notifications 
Pricing information (such as purchase prices) is not shared via the GS1 datapool. Retailers in the sector, 
however, are keen to be provided with this pricing information in a standardized manner. This information 
may be provided with an Excel smartsheet - the pricing notification - which they can use alongside the GS1 
datapool. Our website has further information on this topic. 
 
 

https://www.gs1belu.org/en/data-model-diy-garden-and-pet-sector
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/documentation/manual-my-product-manager-interface
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/filling-brand-and-description-product
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/filling-brand-and-description-product
https://www.gs1belu.org/nl/productinformatie-uitwisselen-de-doe-het-zelf-tuin-diersector#prijsbericht
https://www.gs1belu.org/nl/documentatie/gs1-datapool-invoeren-data-handels-en-logistieke-eenheden
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/product-images
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/product-images
https://www.gs1belu.org/nl/productinformatie-uitwisselen-de-doe-het-zelf-tuin-diersector#prijsbericht
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5  7 tips  
 
1. Organise your data management 
Assign a person who is given final responsibility for product data and data quality. And organize the activities 
at your organization in such a way that there is enough time to do this. Do not just take this on as a small 
side job: it demands ongoing attention. 
 
2. Cluster activities per product category 
Gathering and capturing item data per product category (brick) allows you to cluster the work involved. 
Schedule a start date, define a lead time per brick and select a party who assumes final responsibility for the 
brick. And very important: set a deadline. On this topic, check out our step-by-step plan. 
 
3. Incorporate updates in the data model in a timely fashion 
The GS1 datapool has 4 releases per annum. This means that changes are made in the datapool and to the 
data model at the request of member-companies. Schedule the time required to enter the relevant changes. 
Check the release dates in our planning schedule. 
 
4. Remove old items  
It is important that you update the items in the GS1 datapool on a regular basis and that you delete out-of-
date data. 
 
5. Implementing bulk changes  
Do you want to add, change or delete large numbers of item data and/or digital assets? The is possible in a 
quick and easy way via the export function in My Product Manager. 
 
6. Use the checklist 
The web interface has a checklist with errors and warnings. You can very easily incorporate this information 
by clicking it, which will automatically take you to the field where the relevant change can be entered. 
 
7. Get in touch with GS1 if you cannot manage 
No one is expecting you to reinvent the wheel. GS1’s customer advisors are happy to assist.  
  

https://www.gs1belu.org/nl/documentatie/charter-onboarding
https://www.gs1belu.org/en/data-model-diy-garden-and-pet-sector
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Appendix 1: Overview of GPC product categories  
GPC brick code GPC name Definition (inclusive) Definition (exclusive) 

10007768 Aquarium/vivarium Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a 
housing/sheltering environment for pets.  

Excludes items such as cages, 
carriers, pet baskets and other Pet 
Housing/Bedding. 

10000572 Pet Bedding Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a disposable 
product specifically designed to provide 
comfort within the housing for a pet. 
Includes products such as straw, hay, 
wood shavings and disposable birds 
nests. 

Excludes products such as Straw 
and Hay that are used for pet 
food, non-disposable Pet Housing 
and Bedding, Clothing and 
Blankets worn by pets. 

10000523 Pet Drinks (Perishable) Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a beverage, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
can be dairy or non-dairy based and may 
contain additional vitamins/minerals. 
These products must be refrigerated to 
extend their consumable life. 

Excludes products such as 
beverages intended for human 
consumption, Pet Medicines and 
Pet Nutritional Supplements 
intended for oral consumption. 

10000506 Pet Drinks (Frozen) Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a beverage, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
can be dairy or non-dairy based and may 
contain additional vitamins/minerals. 
These products are frozen to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as 
beverages intended for human 
consumption, Pet Medicines and 
Pet Nutritional Supplements 
intended for oral consumption. 

10000524 Pet Drinks (Shelf Stable) Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a beverage, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
can be dairy or non-dairy based and may 
contain additional vitamins/minerals. 
These products have been treated or 
packaged in such a way as to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as 
beverages intended for human 
consumption, Pet Medicines and 
Pet Nutritional Supplements 
intended for oral consumption. 

10000662 Pet Housing Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a non-disposable 
product specifically designed to house, 
shelter and provide comfort within the 
housing for a pet. Includes products such 
as pet cages and hutches. 

Excludes products such as 
Bedding, Clothing and Blankets 
worn by pets, pet baskets, 
benches and cushions. 

10000516 Aquarium Aids/Accessories Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as an aid or 
accessory designed to equip and maintain 
an aquarium environment. Includes 
products such as gravel, aquarium plants 
and their treatments, aquarium 
thermometers, aquarium ornaments, 
water pumps, filters and lighting. 

Excludes products designed for 
garden ponds, Aquarium Tanks, 
Fish Food and Pet Medicines. 

10006843 Terrarium Aids/Accessories Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as an accessory 
designed to equip and maintain a 
terrarium environment. Includes products 
such as gravel, terrarium plants and their 
treatments, terrarium thermometers, 
terrarium ornaments, water pumps, filters 
and lighting. 

Excludes products such as 
products designed for garden 
ponds, Terrarium Tanks, Fish Food 
and Pet Medicines. 
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10000510 Pet Hygiene/Sanitary Protection Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as ensuring a 
clean/hygienic pet/owner environment, or 
a sanitary protection product specifically 
designed for pets. Includes products such 
as litter and litter accessories, deodorant, 
oral hygiene products, pet sanitary pants 
and sanitary towels, disinfectants, food 
mats. 

Excludes products such as Pet 
Shampoo, Pet Soap, Pet Brushes 
and items not specifically designed 
for pets. 

10000643 Pet Attire Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a product 
specifically designed to be worn by a pet. 
Includes products such as Pet Coats, 
Horse Blankets and Rugs, Identification 
Tags, Earmuffs, Bandanas, Life Jackets, 
and T-shirts. 

Excludes products such as Pet 
Collars, Harnesses, Muzzles. 

10008290 Pet Leads/Collars/Harnesses (Non 
Powered) 

Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a non powered 
product specifically designed to prevent 
an animal from leaving whilst walking or 
training them. Includes products such as 
leads, collars, horse tacks, muzzles, 
tethers. 

Excludes all powered and non 
powered Pet Training and Control 
products. Excludes products such 
as powered Pet Training and 
Control Devices, Clickers, 
Whistlers, Saddles, Vehicle 
Guards, Flea Collars and Pet Toys. 

10008287 Pet Baskets/Benches/Cushions Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a product 
specifically designed to give pets a 
comfortable place to retreat to. Includes 
products such as dog baskets, hanging 
baskets for cats. 

Excludes products such as cages, 
hutches and Blankets worn by 
pets. 

10000515 Pet Parasite Treatment Includes any products that can be 
observed/described as a treatment 
specifically designed to prevent or 
eliminate parasites such as fleas, ticks, or 
worms in and around domestic pets or 
exotic animals and fish. Includes products 
in the form of collars, sprays, powders, 
liquids, tablets. Also includes Flea Combs 
and products specifically designed to treat 
fish. 

Excludes products such as those 
intended for human domestic use, 
Pet Medicines and Pet Collars not 
solely intended for the treatment 
of fleas and ticks. Also excludes 
treatments for aquarium plants. 

10000661 Pet Toys (Powered) Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a powered product 
specifically designed to entertain a pet. 
Includes battery and mains/current 
powered toys, but 

excludes mechanical and wind up 
toys. Specifically excludes all non-
powered pet toys. Excludes 
products such as non-powered Pet 
Toys and Pet Training Devices and 
products such as Activity Centres 
and Accessories designed primarily 
for exercise rather than 
entertainment. 

10000641 Pet Toys (Non Powered) Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a non-powered 
product specifically designed to entertain 
a pet. Includes balls, ropes, activity 
centres, synthetic chews. 

Specifically excludes all powered 
pet toys. Excludes products such 
as powered Pet Toys and Pet 
Training Devices. 

10000736 Pet Accessories Other Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as Pet Accessories 
products, where the user of the schema is 
not able to classify the products in 
existing bricks within the schema. 

Excludes all currently classified Pet 
Pharmaceuticals, Pet Welfare and 
Hygiene products and Pet Food 
and Drinks. 

10000652 Pet Training/Control 
Aids/Accessories (Powered) 

Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a powered product 
specifically designed to modify pet 
behaviour, assist in their obedience 
training, aid in their mobility and contain 
them within their home environment. 
Includes products such as pet boundary 
radio transmission systems, ultrasonic pet 

Excludes all non-powered Pet 
Training and Control products. 
Excludes products such as non-
powered Pet Training and Control 
Devices, Flea Collars and Pet Toys 
that are not specifically intended 
for training purposes. 
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training devices, ultrasonic dog deterrents 
and bark collars. 

10000640 Pet Training/Accessories (Non 
Powered) 

Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a non-powered 
product specifically designed to modify 
pet behaviour and aid in their mobility. 
Includes products such as whistles, 
clickers, deterrent scents, vehicle guards, 
saddles, ramps. 

Excludes all powered Pet Training 
and Control products. Excludes 
products such as powered Pet 
Training and Control Devices, Flea 
Collars and Pet Toys. 

10008037 Pet Treats/Condiments 
(Complementary edible products) 
Perishable 

Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a treat, which on 
its own is insufficient to support the 
nutritional requirements of the pet, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
must be refrigerated to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Food, Pet Food Condiments 
(Frozen & Shelf Stable), Pet 
Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10008036 Pet Treats/Condiments 
(Complementary edible products) 
Frozen 

Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a treat, which on 
its own is insufficient to support the 
nutritional requirements of the pet, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
must be frozen to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Food, Pet Food Condiments,  
Pet Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10008038 Pet Treats/ Condiments 
(Complementary edible products) 
Shelf Stable 

Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a treat, which on 
its own is insufficient to support the 
nutritional requirements of the pet, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
have been treated or packaged in such a 
way as extend their consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Food, Pet Food Condiments 
(Frozen & Perishable), Pet 
Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10008288 Pet Transportation Means Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a product 
specifically designed for transporting pets 
away from their normal residence. 
Includes pet travel bags/cases for normal 
use (for instance when visiting family or 
vets) but also special transport means 
when travelling by plane. 

Excludes products such as leashes, 
belts or clothing specific for 
travelling. 

10000508 Pet Grooming Aids Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a tool specifically 
labelled and marketed to clean, trim and 
brush a pet or to maintain their 
appearance. Includes products such as 
animal brushes, baths tubs, clippers, 
scissors, shampoo, soap, bath towels. 

Excludes products such as Flea 
Combs, Medicated and Flea 
Shampoos, and items not 
specifically designed for pets. 

10000654 Pet Care/Food Variety Packs Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as two or more 
distinct Pet Care and Food products sold 
together which exist within the schema 
but belong to different Families, that is 
two or more products contained within 
the same pack which cross Families within 
the Pet Care and Food Segment. Includes 
products such as Bird Food and Bird 
Feeders variety packs. Items that are 
received free with purchases should be 
removed from the classification decision-
making process. 

Excludes products such as Pet 
Brushes and Litter Trays variety 
packs and Pet Collar and Pet 
Vitamins variety packs. 
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10000521 Pet Food (Perishable) Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a food product, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
must be refrigerated to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Treats/Condiments, Pet 
Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10000507 Pet Food (Frozen) Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a food product, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
must be frozen to extend their 
consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Treats/Condiments, Pet 
Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10000522 Pet Food (Shelf Stable) Includes any products that may be 
observed/described as a food product, 
specifically designed and solely intended 
for consumption by pets. These products 
have been treated or packaged in such a 
way as extend their consumable life. 

Excludes products such as food 
intended for human consumption, 
Pet Treats/Condiments, Pet 
Medicines and Pet Nutritional 
Supplements intended for oral 
consumption. 

10000513 Pet Nutritional Supplements Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a dietary 
supplement, specifically designed for 
pets, and typically formulated to help 
promote optimum health and growth. 
These include natural and synthetic 
products that are given to the animal with 
or without food. Includes products such 
as minerals, vitamin drops, tablets and 
capsules and those that are disguised as 
a treat. 

Excludes products such as Pet 
Medicine, Pet Treats not designed 
as a nutritional supplement, Pet 
Food and Dietary Supplements not 
intended for animals. 

10000660 Pet Food/Drink Dispenser Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as a product 
specifically designed to dispense food and 
drinks for pets. Includes products such as 
automated feeders from which food or 
drink are dispensed at specific times or 
intervals and pet fountains from which 
animals can drink. 

Excludes products such as 
Aquarium Feeders and 
Accessories, and Bowls and Bottles 
not intended for pet use. 

10000657 Pet Welfare/Hygiene Variety 
Packs 

Includes any products than can be 
described/observed as two or more 
distinct Pet Welfare and Hygiene products 
sold together, which exist within the 
schema belonging to different bricks but 
to the same class, that is two or more 
products contained within the same pack 
which cross bricks within the Pet Welfare 
and Hygiene class. Includes products 
such as Pet Brushes and Pet Litter Trays 
sold together. Items that are received 
free with purchases should be removed 
from the classification decision-making 
process.. 

Excludes products such as Pet 
Brush and Pet Blanket variety 
packs. 

10000738 Pet Welfare/Hygiene Other Includes any products that can be 
described/observed as Pet Welfare and 
Hygiene products, where the user of the 
schema is not able to classify the 
products in existing bricks within the 
schema. 

Excludes all currently classified Pet 
Accessories, Pet Pharmaceuticals 
and Nutritional Supplements, and 
Pet Food and Drinks. 
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